Abstract-In this manuscript, the sinc exponential pulse (SEP) is evaluated at the transmitter and receiver side by using different metrics. The impulse response of the SEP is derived, analysed, and compared with the traditional RC pulse. The SEP is characterized by introducing two new design parameters, adding degrees of freedom to optimize the pulse for a certain transmission scheme and roll-off factor. The SEP is optimized via numerical simulations to diminish the bit error rate (BER) in the presence of symbol timing errors. Eye diagrams are used to visually evaluate the sensitivity of the communication system due to intersymbol interference (ISI). In general, the SEP outperforms other existing pulses in terms of BER, evaluated for different symbol timing-errors and roll-off factors.
I. INTRODUCTION
The design of intersymbol free (ISI-free) band limited signals was a problem considered by Nyquist [1] , [2] . Nyquist first criterion (Nyquist-I) guarantees that a sequence of pulses, sampled at uniformly and optimum spaced instants, will be ISI-free. Additionally to the ISI-free requirement, pulse shaping filters must possess low sensitivity to timing errors. In practical receivers, the presence of timing sampling errors causes the actual sampling points to deviate from the optimal ones; hence, symbol timing jitter is produced and the bit error rate (BER) increases. Therefore, the tails of the impulse response must decay rapidly outside the pulse interval in order to eliminate the undesired effects of time sampling errors in the adjacent pulses [2] - [4] .
To address the prior concerns, several Nyquist-I pulses have been proposed. The most popular ISI-free Nyquist-I pulse for distortion-less transmissions is the traditional raised cosine (RC) pulse [1] , [2] . The RC pulse has been proposed by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) as the pulse shaping filter to be implemented at the user equipment (UE) and at the base station (BS), for transmission and reception [5] , [6] . Besides the RC pulse, other Nyquist-I pulses with lower BER values and wider eye openings have been proposed. In [1] , the authors proposed several families of Nyquist-I pulses by using a parametric approach, adding more degrees of freedom in the design of ISI-free pulses. Further, the proposed pulses in [1] subsume previous ISI-free pulses as special cases, such as the RC pulse, among others. In [7] , a family of ISI-free polynomial pulses is derived, whereas in [8] new families of Nyquist-I pulses are proposed using a linear combination of two polynomial pulses. Other ISIfree linear combination pulses have also been proposed in [2] and [9] . A novel family of ISI-free pulses with senary piecewise polynomial frequency characteristic is proposed in [10] , whereas in [11] a new parametric family of Nyquist ISI-free pulses was proposed, denoted as piecewise flipped-exponential (PFE) pulse. All of the previous families of ISI-free pulses are characterized by having additional variables to the roll-off factor; therefore, adding supplementary degrees of freedom in the design.
The main objective of this manuscript is to evaluate the performance of the sinc exponential pulse (SEP) in baseband digital communication systems. The SEP was originally derived and sub-optimized to enhance the performance of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) based systems [12] . SEP is the product between an exponential expression and the modified similar raised cosine (SRC) pulse. The SRC was initially derived in [1] and modified in [12] . The suboptimum SEP was designed to reduce inter-carrier interference (ICI) power and peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR), which are considered the major weaknesses in OFDM-based systems. In this manuscript, the SEP will be optimized numerically to diminish the bit error rate (BER) in the presence of symboltiming errors. The performance of the sub-optimum SEP will be evaluated and compared with other recently proposed pulses for various roll-off factors, and symbol timing errors. Further, the eye diagram of the SEP will be evaluated and compared with the traditional RC pulse.
II. ISI-FREE SINC EXPONENTIAL PULSE
Nyquist first criterion for distortion-less transmissions within a bandlimited channel is defined as follows in the time domain [1] , [2] 
where h(t) is the impulse response of the system, and T is the symbol period. Whereas in the frequency domain, the Fourier transform of (1) is given as follows
where H(f ) is the Fourier transform of h(t). The symbol repetition rate is given by T = 1/2B for a bandwidth B > 0. Whereas the excess bandwidth of an ISI-free pulse is determined by the roll-off factor, defined for 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.
The SEP is characterized by a new design parameters. This new variable provides additional degrees of freedom in order to optimize the pulse for a certain task, technology, and roll-off factor. SEP is the product between an exponential expression and a modified version of the similar raised-cosine (SRC) pulse. The SRC was initially derived in [1] and modified in [12] by adding a new variable in the sinc function as follows
where β is a new variable defined for all real numbers, while τ is the normalized time (τ = t/T ). The newly introduced β is used to control the phase of the sinc function. The SRC pulse, given in (3), is multiplied with an exponential expression. The exponential expression introduces a new variable. The explicit time-domain expression of the SEP is given as follows
where γ is a new design parameter defined for all real numbers. The variable γ provides an extra degree of freedom in the exponential expression. The family of pulses defined in (4), evaluated for t = 0, and for any value of α, β, and γ is always equal to one. Additionally, the SEP, evaluated for n = ±1, ±2, ±3, ±4, . . ., and for any value of α, β, and γ, is always equal to zero. Therefore, the family of pulses described in (4) fulfills Nyquist's ISI-free criterion, previously described in (1). The even frequency-responde of the SEP can be described in terms of the parametric family of pulses defined in [1] . Throughout extensive numerical simulations, the sub-optimum SEP for BER reduction in the presence of time-sampling errors was determined for β = 1 and γ = 1.8. Therefore, in the rest of this manuscript we will evaluate the SEP using β = 1 and γ = 1.8. In general, there is an optimum β and γ for every roll-off factor and transmission scheme, although it might not be unique. The impulse response of the SEP and the traditional RC pulse are plotted in Fig. 1 with a roll-off factor equal to 0.35, which is a roll-off factor commonly used in literature. It can be seen that the impulse response of the sub-optimum SEP has smaller relative magnitudes in its sidelobes compared to the traditional RC pulse. Further, it can be seen that the impulse response of the SEP decays rapidly. The trend is the same for other roll-off factors and values of β and γ. Consequently, robustness against ISI, a larger eye opening, and smaller PAPR are expected by implementing the SEP in single carrier systems [9] , [13] , [14] . The prior implies that the undesired effects of jitter will be diminished, and the suboptimum SEP will be less sensitive to timing-sampling errors, resulting in a lower BER [1] , [2] , [7] , [8] .
The frequency response of the SEP and the traditional RC pulse are plotted in Fig. 2 for a roll-off factor equal to 0.35. It can bee seen from the frequency response that the SEP will introduce additional out-of-band radiation compared to the RC pulse. The trend is the same for other roll-off factors and values of β and γ. Therefore, a trade-off between BER reduction and out-of-band radiation exists.
III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section the performance of the SEP is evaluated by using several practical tools. One of the tools used to analyse the performance of the SEP is the eye diagram. The eye diagram is a technique used to visually evaluate the susceptibility of the transmitted symbols to ISI. The eye diagrams were generated by superimposing 10 4 individual binary antipodal signalling sequences, and by inserting two consecutive symbol periods. Binary phase shift keying (BPSK) was the binary antipodal digital modulation used. In Fig. 3 we plotted the first 200 samples taken from the transmitted random antipodal signal, as well as the SEP pulse shape filtering. The eye diagram of the SEP and RC pulse with α equal to 0.35 are plotted in Figs. 4 and 5 , respectively. The SEP exhibits a much wider eye opening than the RC pulse; therefore, a lower BER is expected for the SEP because it deals much better with timing jitter. The trend seen in Figs and different roll-off factors. The BER is without a doubt the most important metric of performance because it considers the effects of noise, synchronization, and noise. To evaluate the BER of the sub-optimum SEP in the presence of timesampling errors, the truncated Fourier series proposed in [15] is used. The method proposed in [15] is the de facto technique used to measure the BER of a Nyquist-I pulse in the presence of time-sampling errors. Let η represent the symbol timing error. If the probability density function of the symbol timing error is defined as f (η), then the expected error probability due to ISI is defined as [15] (5)
where P e (η) is the error probability to ISI for a certain Nyquist-I pulse. For the case of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) in the channel and BPSK binary antipodal signalling, the error probability to ISI can be evaluated using the following truncated Fourier series [15] 
In (6), w = 2π/T f is the period used in the series, M represents the number of coefficients used in the truncated Fourier series, while N 1 and N 2 indicate the number of interfering symbols before and after the transmitted symbol, respectively. In the expression g k = p (kT + η), p(t) is the ISI-free pulse evaluated. The parameters used to make the truncated Fourier series converge comply with the parameters used in previously reported manuscripts [3] , [4] , [8] , [11] . These parameters are given in Table I . The BER in the presence of time-sampling errors was determined for the sub-optimum SEP, RC, as well as other recently proposed pulses. The families of Nyquist-I pulses proposed in [8] (r(t), q(t), and v(t)) are one of the newest families of pulses found in the literature. Further, the recently proposed PFE [11] is also evaluated, as well as the improved parametric linear combination pulse (IPLCP) [3] , and the sinc parametric linear combination pulse (SPLCP) [4] . To the authors best knowledge, the SPLCP, IPLCP, and the PFE are the pulses with the best BER performance found in the literature. A signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 15 dB was used, while 2 10 equally distributed interfering symbols (before and after the evaluated symbol) were generated.
The obtained results are tabulated in Table II . Note that in general the sub-optimum SEP has the smallest error rates, for different roll-off factors and timing offsets, compared to the RC, the pulses proposed in [8] (r(t), q(t), and v(t)), the PFE [11] , as well as the IPLCP. This behaviour is consistent with the wider eye opening of the SEP. The SEP outperforms the SPLCP in terms of BER reduction for symbol timing errors t/T = ±0.05, ±0.10, but the SPLCP performs better than the SEP for t/T = ±0.20. It can be seen that by increasing the value of the time-sampling error, for a fixed excess bandwidth α, the BER increases. Further, for a fixed sampling time error, a larger BER is obtained with a smaller roll-off factor. IV. CONCLUSIONS In this manuscript the SEP was optimized numerically to diminish BER in the presence of time sampling errors. The evaluated pulse possesses a wider eye opening compared to the traditional RC pulse. The sub-optimum SEP pulse was determined for β = 1 and γ = 1.8. In general there is an optimum β and γ for every roll-off factor and transmission scheme, although it might not be unique. Overall the SEP generates smaller BER values compared to those of the other evaluated pulses. The latter was validated with different timing offsets and roll-off factors.
